
ECON 5450 Course Calendar Fall 2013    Last update: December 18th 2013   
 
 

Office hours:  Monday &Thursday 5:30-6:30pm (sometimes we start in 208 Keating) 
and Wednesday 9:30-10:30pm (sometimes we start in 207 Dealy) or by appointment in 
E527 Dealy Hall. Please make and confirm appointments via email 
mcleod@fordham.edu if you can list the course number in the subject line of your 
email; call my cell number to confirm (914-661-6998) I answer x4063 if I am in my 
office, but messages to this phone don’t work, use my cell for messages or better yet 
contact me via email.  From time to time we will use www.turnitin.com to gather 
assignments in one place, don’t worry about your originality score, in fact it always 
makes sense to start your answer to HW or exam question with the question itself in italics.  The course number is 6877614 the password is 
Mario.  Some course readings are available online, see the ftp site information below.  If you need a text on reserve in the library, let me 
know (a copy of Sachs and Larraine for example, as does the library).  http://class.povertylectures.com/ 
 

December 18th  See version 3A of the final review questions, it corrects the instructions 
to require only 1a & 1b and 2a plus one case study related question, 1C, 1D, 2D or #3. 
The final starts at 7pm, though you can start a little earlier or later if you want to.  I will 
be available at 5pm for questions and for brief presentations.  If you are using review 
question version 2, the instructions are correct. C1 and C2 are substitutes, but otherwise 
questions 1a-c and 2a-c are required, plus one case study sections. The italics in part C 
refer the fact that they are substitutes. You can use C2 as a regional case study essay, but 
please use the version 3A, question 3C which is similar.  If possible bring you 
supplemental materials for the case study: Figures and Tables, clearly numbered, with 
key data circled or in large print, and references in APA format.  No text or outlines or 
slides other than Tables, Figures or pictures.  This material is turned in before the exam, 
and then returned to you when you finish the required essays.  
 
Supplemental materials tips: some references in APA format are essential, Figures, pictures and Tables are nice 
too but only a list of references is essential. A quick way to get references for academic papers (those that have 
references too) and newspaper articles that others have cited is to paste the paper/article title into google scholar, 
then choose “more” or "cite" and copy the APA style reference. Below are examples of what I found for Edwards 
(2002) and Klein and Forbes (2013) [note the author, date citation format].  Add these to a typed sheet with your list 
of references in standard alphabetical order, again only he references you will have tip and reason to cite in your 
case study (or any) essay on the exam. Hand in the sheet, then fold it into the exam booklet when you finish…  
 
Edwards, S. (2002). The great exchange rate debate after Argentina. The North American Journal of Economics and 
Finance, 13(3), 237-252.    
 
Forbes, K. J., & Klein, M. W. (2013, October). Pick Your Poison: The Choices and Consequences of Policy 
Responses to Crises. In 14th Jacques Polak Annual Research Conference, November. 
 
Probably a pdf copy url will appear as well, you can add this, but this is not a complete reference, you need both...  
Only the Economist keeps its author’s anonymous, if others have cited the same source in an academic setting, the 
reference will show up in google scholar too,  
 
P Krugman (2012) Internal Devaluation, Inflation, and the Euro (Wonkish) The Conscience of a Liberal. Blog entry, 
NYTimes.com, New York. http://krugman.blogs.nytimes.com/2012/07/29/internal-devaluation-inflation-and-the-euro-wonkish/?_r=0 
 

Note I add the url, this is not necessary, but sometimes helpful for others in a hurry (urls change, so you need the 
title and source).  The nice thing about google scholar is that it will update and add your literature, for example this 
pops up with the Krugman article,  
 
Åslund, A. (2011). Lessons from the East European Financial Crisis, 2008–10. Peterson Institute for International 
Economics Policy Brief. 
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December 18th. Version 3 of final exam posted, a bit more discussion of self-fulfilling crises and exchange rate 
regimes (why does the Ukraine want into the EU after what has happened to the EU GIPSI countries).  What 
happens with the world moves from an inflation to a deflation threat?  See question 3 for the country case study, this 
sheet has some data you may find useful, but focus on what the question you plan to answer asks for.  If your 
country had a title IV report recently (or since 2009) you can likely find charts prepared for you in IMF or WB 
publications.  If not let me know and I can help you look for charts (already available online).  
 

December 9, 2013 The midterm exams are excellent, thank you.  Most are the format requested, exam question 
(in a different font) followed by answers.   Just two people need to resubmit essay their essays, please submit all 
three questions in one document, single spaced with each question 1A), 2c) etc. pasted from this word file version 
of the midterm (or the pdf below).  Make the question a different font from the answer (single spaced, italics or a 
text color, here is an example with two fonts).  Cite sources where possible, Krugman, 1989 for example, pages are 
not necessary.  Those that I read so far did a great job of using the readings, just add a few references here and 
there.  Let me know if you want to present a case study Wednesday.  Send me what you have tomorrow, if 
possible.       
 
 

November 20th:  IMF ARC conference getting a lot of attention, especially Larry Summers secular stagnation talk.  
If true, why is this good news for emerging market and developing countries.  The IMF SSA Outlook is also a 
remarkable document.  Here a useful summary of balance sheet problems, aka the Chang and Velasco paper on 
liquidity crises (this version has large type for the overhead). Here a project case study summary, but see also the 
final exam from last year, and the project description (data sources good, perhaps too complicated).  
 

November 13, 2013: Lecture notes for Part 2 and Generation I handout for Part 2 of course. See also the 14th 
Annual Research Conference last week (November 8th and 9th) in honor of Stanley Fischer, retired perhaps but a 
brilliant economist and policy maker (you can tell from all the comments at the conference and personal 
experiences).  A wide range of economists (Rogoff, Larry Summers, Krugman, Sachs, Carmen Reinhart, even 
Kirsten Forbes) all behave reasonably well in the presence of one of their Professors.  Krugman’s Mundell Fleming 
lecture is a masterpiece, but focused almost entirely on the U.S., Japan and the UK.  The panel with Fischer, 
Bernanke, Rogoff and Summers is excellent (especially Rogoff and Fischer).   The “Then and Now” session with 
Forbes and Sachs is very helpful (particularly Sach’s comments at the end of the then and now panel). 
 

November 6th 2013: Version 2 of midterm online (3 of 3 questions).  Each of three essays due on turnitin.com but 

on different dates).  Two Laffter curves: an inflation Laffer curve Handout Generations of Currency Crises and  a 
debt Laffer curve, see Krugman , 1989 Reducing Developing Country Debt  see also WEO SSA Africa Outlook 
October 2013   and LatAm Inflation Lecture Notes.  See also Debt Relief PPT  debt/GDP data, RER data  
and nominal exchange rate data.  
 

October 30th 2013: Version 1 of midterm online (2 of 3 questions).  For due dates,  see turnitin.com).   Handout on 
income distribution and stabilization policy and fiscal deficits.  See also debt/GDP data, RER data and nominal 
exchange rate data.  
 

October 23, 2013:  Lecture on absorbing Aid, the IMF changes course on a Wage Fund,  Adjustment with a Human 
Face (Isabel Ortiz,UNICEF).  Nigeria Case study.   
 

October 16th (the day before D-day!) review lecture notes on the IT approach to CA imbalances, what can explain 
large CA imbalances?  LDQ-9:  Use the IMF WEO “Dancing together” Chapter 3 and summary to discuss the 
offsetting (we hope) negative and positive impacts of (a) Janet Yellen’s silver slippers (not red/ruby) as opposed to 
the recent threat of tapering and Larry Summer’s appointment as Federal reserve chairman instead (b) the threat of 
default by the IMF.  The Chinese government issued a stern warning that world needs to be “de-Americanize” the 
world, but China is one of those most at risk from a weaker dollar (it as $1.3 trillion in U.S. assets, but more 
important, its currency is pegged to the dollar (why?).  
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October 23rd Take home midterm discussed and posted online Friday October 25th due November 6th (but check 
turnitin.com).  It will be similar to last year’s midterm, except with a case study component.  Last year we did the 
case study after the midterm but I think it is better to start earlier.  Before next week, pick a region and a country (or 
a short list of countries) and take a look at the WEO October 2013, Chapter 2, please choose among Latin America 
and the Caribbean, Sub Saharan Africa, . emerging Europe  or Asia (let me know your choice during next week’s 
class, that is by October 23rd.  Speaking of Asia, please review question 1.4 from PS#1 (on Aid inflows) and 
question 2.5 from Problem Set #2.   
 

October 2nd: See problem set #2, numbers 2.1 to 2.4, here is the word version of Problem Set 2, I mentioned in 
class, rewriting the equations in chapter 6 is a little tedious, but if you start with word version, you will find you can 
copy and paste a lot, and it may even be faster (at some point).  All the post 2003 versions of Word have wonderful 
equation editors, but the equations below are just typed using the subscript command,  We can define the CA 
surplus, CAt = TBt – r*Dt-1  + ΔF = Dt-1 – Dt , where D is foreign debt obligations (in S&L, 1993 use B, 
bonds or assets held by a net creditor nation, such as China). Assuming for now the change in other private 
capital inflows or outflows ΔF is zero, the current account deficit is equal to the change in Debt Dt = Dt - 
Dt-1 = - CAt. 
 

September 27th Turn in corrected answers to 1.1-1.3 (if necessary).  See lecture notes on RERs and adjustment for answers. 
Also bring your answer to PS#2, question 2.1 typed to class October 2nd.  
 

September 16th: Please turn in your answer to LDQ-1 and LDQ-2 on turnitin.com (see info above).     
 

September 18th: Question 1.1-1.3 from Problem Set #1 all parts as best you can (all links should work, but if you have trouble 
with any of them send me an email).  My new server is case sensitive, so changing letters to lower case may help, but send me 
an email in any case.   See the lecture notes, update after each class.  
 

September 24th: Turn in Questions 1.5 and 1.6 from PS1 on turnitin.com if you can (skip 1.4 for now). Again try to sue 
diagrams from the worksheets (excel)   
 

September 11th: At first the Lehman crises appeared to be a global crisis, but as of 2009 it was not.  Many emerging market 
countries stumbled for a moment (Nigeria, however, and most of Africa grew right through the crisis) but most recovered 
quickly, and actually boomed 2009 to mid-2013.  The U.S. and China’s very loose monetary policy and stimulus drove up 
commodity prices as China and India continued to grow propping up world economic growth.  Both Japan and Europe managed 
not to have loose monetary policy (until last year). The result was deflation in Japan and the threat of deflation in Europe.  
However, just in the last year the tables have turned, for two reasons. First the ECB and the BOJ have found a way to loosen 
monetary policy.  Shinzo Abe and Mario Draghi have changed the course of monetary policy in both Japan and for the EU 
zone. Second, with a long lag monetary policy has begun to pull the U.S. back onto a modest growth path.   As the 
unemployment rate heads to 7% the Federal Reserve Bank (Ben Bernanke’s policies and he is leaving the Fed next year) let the 
world know unconventional monetary policy (the various QEs (quantitative easing) especially $85 billion a month in bond 
purchases) would be slowly wound down (know at “tapering”).   These events have slow or reversed the dollar denominated 
increases in commodity prices and changed the course of capital flows: instead of private capital flowing out of the G-7 into 
emerging markets and capitals is leaving the BRICs and other large emerging or Frontier markets (not in every country, many 
countries receive only limited flows of private capital anyway).  But even in countries where only governments borrow 
internationally, world interest rates are rising (albeit from very low levels).  China and India are having domestic growth pains 
as well.  The result is that where capital inflows or commodity prices matter and where currencies can move, they are 
weakening (Brazil, South Africa, Indonesia, India, Indonesia and Peru for example). To counter destabilizing currency swings, 
the BRICs have set up a $100B firewall emergency fund (Mainly China & India) and some countries already have   As we 
know from the elasticity approach a weaker currency is generally good for growth, Brazil’s and India’s exports get cheaper and   
 

Crisis watch assignment:  Since capital is now flowing out of many emerging market 
countries, it is their turn to worry about financial crisis.  As we know from the Steven 
Colbert show, external debt can become a drag on growth, and a weaker currency 
increases the share of debt and debt service in GDP (this is why we focus on debt as a 
share of GDP—which unfortunately some data services do not give us, see TE-2 below).  
Please go to this online sign-up sheet and put your name in at least two boxes, these 
means you will be in charge of getting some data on three or four key variables. One is 
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the nominal  exchange rate, another is vulnerability created by external debt, or reliance on capital inflows (current account 
imbalances).  Offsetting these risk factors are reserves and low inflation, which basically give countries room to devalue if they 
need to.   If you have not already, please go to the sign-up sheet here.  This will be a ongoing assignment. For debt, try the 
WEO April (soon October) 2013 or the QED web page.  The level of reserves is the hardest, the best source is probably the IFS, 
but that is the worst database on the internet (available via our library).  For inflation, the WEO is great, use IMF data mapper 
or the Google public data (or better yet, just publish the % change in the CPI or GDP deflators). Watch out for Argentina.  
Currencies are the easiest, except in countries like Argentina or Venezuela which have official rates, but also blue or black 
market rates.  These are not available officially, but these are the rates we need to monitor.   
 

For September 11th: There is a long break between classes, so I am hoping you can use it get up to date on crises.  Please 
answer questions 1 and 2 below and one of the other 4 questions listed below or Wednesday’s class, bring them typed, single 
spaced, two sided if you can we can discuss and correct in class. (there are 6 right now, but give me a chance) Also before class, 
take a look at the improved and upgraded Elasticities Approach Handout (now with internal devaluation, a fourth albeit rarely 
successful adjustment strategy) and as if all the crisis readings discussed below, see notes on Adjustment in Developing 
countries.  If you have time, take a look at and do question 1.1 on Problem Set 1 and perhaps the lecture notes again, I am going 
to split them in half.. on part case studies, and one part case studies. Read beyond these questions below to find the readings you 
need to answer the questions below.  Basically we start with the two Krugman books (chapters mentioned below) and then 
update and temper them with evidence and the views of others.  With respect to causes of this crisis I recommend the two 
Krugman books (chapters mentioned above) after or in conjuction with Lo’s 21 Financial Crisis books in review and 
Krugman’s & Krugman and Wells’ two part review of Rajan and Roubini and Mihm (2010) in NY Review of books, New York 
Review of Books—the second published in two articles, The Slump Goes on and The Way out).  The lecture notes have links to 
other a few other readings (such as Blinder  use these links for Rheinhart & Rogoff: chapter 1,  chapter 13 and chapter 17 (70 
pages) and Rajan (2010) Fault Lines, Intro and chapter 2.  You can draw your own conclusions but mainly take a look at the 
questions below, then read enough to answer the discussion questions.  Of course the real question is not what caused the crisis, 
but why it has dragged on on this see Stanley Fischer’s “Fiscal Policy and the Great Recession on the limits of fiscal policy, 
which leaves?  Rheinhart and Rogoff  have a  quick summary of their book in Bryne’s (2012) Occupy Handbook (Robin Wells 
coeditor).  See more notes and readings below. Sections in italics optional… answer what you can, send me an email if you 
cannot find a reading or understand a question.  
 

LDQ-1 Recently two remarkable debates over economic adjustment played out in the popular press, even Steven Colbert joins 
the fiscal policy/austerity debate (start about one minute in, though the discussion of air traffic controllers is relevant too).  Later 
he interviews Umass graduate student of the moment, Thomas Herndon.  To be fair, Rogoff and Rheinhart defend their results 
in several venues, including the Wall Street Journal and the New York Times. See also their JEP paper 2012.   (a) Why is this 
debate important?  Relate to the IMF fiscal multiplier debate summarized in the FT  (again the IMF and Olivier Blanchard and 
Daniel Leigh defend themselves eloquently) 
 

LDQ-2 a) Briefly outline the origins of the current crisis according to Blinder, K&A, Krugman and/or R. Rajan, Rheinhart & 
Rogoff’s, 2012  (a quick “Occupy Wall Street” summary of their longer 2010 volume, or see the introduction and Chapter 17).   
Make it clear you have read at least two of these authors, by comparing their views answers. What does the cause of the 2008 
imply about the cure, especially for developing countries?  What made this crisis so severe, both internationally and within the 
OECD? B) Read chapter 1-2 of Roubini & Mihm (available from publisher online or as an eBook sample, download kindle or 
iBooks on any computer, choose the sample for ), see page 3-- page 14 of the iBook eBook free sample- “hammering the 
economies of China, India and other nations thought to be impervious…” (search on “hammering”)  What actually happened?  
Which economies outside the United States were “hammered” (check the IMF lending map focusing on the green SBA & EFF 
loans, the purple FCLs and orange concessional are generally not emergency or crisis loans-- what are they? Briefly distinguish 
the various color bubbles.  Why did so many crisis prone emerging market countries in Africa, Asia and Latin American escape 
this crisis with minimal damage (so far)? What does this tell us about lessons learned from previous crises, and about why this 
crisis was different, at least for most developing nations?  Use Frankel (2010)  in light of the above (current situation in EU in 
particular) to make a quick list of what can the OECD countries can learn from previous emerging market crises, what is not 
relevant (e.g. floating, default, sudden stops)?   
 
LDQ-3. Euro crisis update: The Euro crisis has been like a Terminator movie, you think it is over and then it comes back in 
some other form.  (a) Even Greece is doing better, hotels lowered their rates and turmoil in the Middle East has help tourism, 
Greek GDP has fallen for 20 straight quarters, is that a record? But last quarter it fell less).  For the last two years, the IPED 
comp question has been “should Greece” default, recall in question LDQ-1 massive write-downs are what R&R advocate.  
Compare Argentina to Greece, we know Argentina defaulted in late 2001, using this benchmark, did Greece default on its debt?  
See chart TE-1 for a very bad Figure which makes the point  (trading economics, never use them as a data source).  (b) Last 
year Chris Wyplosz said Italy was next, Francesco Giavazzi says no… evidently Giavazzi was right, even though Mario Monte 
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was give the boot, Italy and the rest of Southern Europe seem to be muddling through (how do we know? Look at the Finland 
vs. Sweden diagram and TE 10-year bond yield  ).  If you copy this chart into your answer, be sure to clearly identify its source 
(a url is not a source, they change, you need an organization and the title the chart or page, see Word’s reference manager).  (b) 
Speaking of interest rates, see the rates for Finland and Sweden, which diverged once the ECB started to raise rates, why?  
What does Finland have that Sweden does not?  Krugman argues from time to time, that countries who can borrow in their own 
currency seem to able to borrow without limit (and with lower rates) that countries who cannot.  In this sense, how are the small 
Euro countries like many developing countries?  Why might printing your own currency be beneficial today, but not pre 2007 
for example?  (Link his argument to the title of Krugman’s 2000 book, the return of, updated in 2009 to add the 2008 crisis.) 
 

LDQ-4. A) Is the world economy heading toward deflation or inflation?  How do you know?  In this sense, how do we 
know QE1 and QE2 worked?  In what sense did they not work from the U.S. point of view (but perhaps better for 
developing countries, see notes on external adjustment?  Recently, who has had trouble weakening their currency (even 
though Roubini and Mihme and R&R thinks the dollar should weaken)? Why does the U.S. want a weak dollar?  C) How 
would a weak dollar help with the U.S. external debt problem?  Is a weak dollar a beggar thy neighbor policy?  (hint: 
Triffin’s Dilemma—the U.S. is doing what it supposed to do, who is benefitting from QE1 and QE2? What can the U.S. do 
to benefit more from looser monetary policy, if anything? )   
 
LDQ-5. Though not officially part of the Trioka (the EU, the IMF and the ECB), Germany is the elephant in the room (the 
ECB is in Frankfurt).  As we will learn September 12th, Germany is a critical player in how the Euro Zones develops (or 
breaks apart).  (a) The New York Times article below on German’s memory of hyperinflation stress two reasons why 
Germany (Germans?) oppose quantitative easing or Euro-bonds to buy the debt of Italy, Greece, and Spain.  What are the 
two reasons? (b) Germans may also feel they implemented “structural adjustment policies” (the Hartz IV reforms) why 
can’t Greece, Italy and Spain?  (Mario Monte is trying to do labor market reforms (structural adjustment); France 
(Hollande) is more forgiving (of Greece) and on the Hartz reforms see Germany’s Hartz Reforms, aka Hartz IV 
 
LDQ-6. This question is based on first lecture and Olive Stone’s film South of Border which blames the IMF pushing 
austerity and neo-liberal policies on Argentina, Brazil, Ecuador, Bolivia and Venezuela (Jeff Sach’s first “shock treatment” 
experiment, he mentions in the S&L text, forgotten everywhere but in Bolivia).  (a) Discuss the parallels between Greece 
and the situation in Argentina heading into 2001.  Why did the IMF keep Argentina from devaluing the peso as long as it 
did, even after major trading/Mercosur partner Brazil devalued in 1998?  What impact did this have on the distribution of 
income?  Is the same in store for Greece?  Use Argentina’s experience to argue Greece should abandon the Euro.  Use 
Argentina’s experience to argue Greece should stay with the Euro.  c) Discuss Greece’s options and why Mario Draghi says 
the situation in Greece went from a liquidity crisis to a convertibility crisis, what does he mean?  How did Mario put a halt 
to the convertibility crisis (for now…. think contagion and see the FT Chain reaction graphic, click all four numbers…use 
this to compare Argentina and Greece too).  (d) Dor you think Greece should default or quit using the Euro (bring back the 
Drachma) Why or why not?  Recall R&R say countries heavily in debt (like Greece) should default.  Do Krugman and 
Eichengreen advocate default for Greece? (in his 10 minute talk).  Is this similar to Krugman’s solution?  How is it more 
practical, in some respects, and for Europe (hint the Marshal Plan, the mother of all aid-stabilization programs, and 
probably, intentionally the cause of European integration that culminated in the Euro zone….)   e) This debate over 
currency areas is directly relevant to the CFA Franc zone which still has a fixed exchange rate for the group of countries    
 
 

LDQ-7 What is the role of the IMF in Europe? (go to the IMF page, they will tell you, they just finished a report on IMF on 
Italy’s reforms  for example and see IMF calls on Eurozone July 18, 2012) A) Rajan (see NY Times article) is correct that the 
IMF cannot take “losses” by on behalf of European countries (why not?) but it can help impose losses on others, 
euphemistically called“bailing in the private sector”) how?  Losses are sometimes temporary, if you can just “kick the can down 
the road so to speak.” The original TARP was over $700 billion, how much of the U.S. TARP program cost the U.S. Treasury 
so far? How much have banks repaid?  Of overall TARP outlays how much has been recovered to date?  How much does the 
government expect TARP to cost taxpayers? B) Something similar with the much smaller (in retrospect) $60-$100 billion 
Mexican, Korean, Brazilian bailout funds?  How much did the IMF (and/or the  U.S. Treasury make on its “bail out” of Mexico 
in 1995? (these loans were repaid early, with interest). Why can the IMF not lose money on its lender of last resort activities in 
middle and high income countries, as opposed to concessional credit lines? On the IMF as an official lender of last resort, see 
Stanley Fischer, a CATO dissent by Calomoris and Curzio Giannini (Bank of Italy). On the case for bailing out banks (a TARP 
) see Calomoris (2009) and/or Caballero (2009) Sudden Financial Arrest c) Discuss Greece’s options and why Mario Draghi 
says the situation there is evolving from liquidity crisis to a convertibility crisis (see the FT Chain reaction graphic, click all 
four numbers…use this to compare Argentina and Greece too) 
 
History: September 6th 2012:  Super Mario Draghi delivers, (NY Times) Even Roubini seems pleased with Mario Draghi plan, 
though details remain hazy, it is a major step forward as it may prevent bond rates from driving Italy and Spain into effective 
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default (Greece is already there, but it will be helped as well).  There is still an important court decision next week, but the 
support of all but one board member (and Angela Merkel) the ECB should be able to find a way to implement this buyback 
scheme.  Not the role of the ESM or EFSF and the broker role of the IMF where Draghi used to work (long ago, in 1989, the 
year of the Brady Plan, MIT PhD Mario Draghi edited a volume on Public Debt Management with his Professor the late Rudi 
Dornbusch, a brilliant German Economist who always had strong views on the Euro (and Italy).   For a similar history, see 
Dominick Salvatore’s August AIER lecture on youtube, part 1 and part 2 (Q&A).   Spain must ask for help, but no new 
conditions. EU Banking Union.  Preparing to let Greece exit? Maria interview Mario (Monti) 
 

The crisis without end, readings without end: September 3, 2012: As the New York Times points out, this is another Pivotal 
Weeks for Euro Zone:  A test for the both Mario Draghi and Monte: September 6th: the ECB meets and hopefully announces 
lower rates and/or a “banking union” or some other extension of ECB/ESM/EFSF powers (making it easier for act as real 
Lender of Last Resort or LOLR, increasing the supply of Euros to help banks in Italy or Greece or Spain for example).  The 
funding is expected to be inadequate, but it is change in the mechanics or powers of the ECB that matters. Then on September 
12th a German court will decide whether the ESM or the EFSF is legal and/or whether the ECB can purchase sovereign bonds 
directly (this may not mean much because as Wolfgang Munchau of the FT points out the ECB can just buy bonds  (or help 
others buy bonds) and say it is not (more or less what it did last May).  Krugman was a little too pessimistic about Greece and 
the Euro  earlier, but the Wagner clip is nice and his analysis of the good and the bad of Euro zone in Chapter 10 is clear and 
brief.  How are Mario Draghi and Christine Largarde doing so far given their promises last and earlier this Summer ( is how is 
Italy and European banks doing), ask in class or listen to the last month’s IIF Capital Markets monitor conference call with 
Hung Tran and/or chief economist Phil Suttle’s week in review if you want all the painfully detailed fine print (optional). 
Who/what is the Institute for International Finance or IIF? What is/was their role in the Greek/Euro crisis? Why can’t we join 
the IIF (perhaps you can, depending on where you work, try, it is free).  Why has the IIF been with us exactly 30 years?   
Can Spain the two Mario Draghi and Monti save us and more important Southern Europe from this misery? Since the Euro 
crisis worsened, even Emerging markets are getting nervous, witness slowing export demand in China and Latin America’s 
Felipe Larraine (Finance Minister of Chile) and Angel Gurria (OECD Secretary General and former Finance Minister of 
Mexico-- Hacienda)  (skip ahead to his comments about one hour into the video, his contribution is in English, they are 
expecting trouble, but are ready: the Chilean economy is so well managed, it is aggravating, it as he if he wrote the book, as it 
happens, he did, it is Felipe Larraine of Sachs and Larraine, one of our texts). The IMF lending map is filling up, five years into 
this U.S.-OECD generated financial crisis.  For a glimpse at what now looks like another era, when the problem was Central 
Banks printing money (as opposed to now when they can’t or won’t) see Commanding Heights Chapters 9-12 on Poland, 
Bolivia and Thailand, part II appropriately called the “Agony of Reform.”  If only inflation (not deflation) was the problem 
now, we would know exactly what to do…  
 

Notes, hopefully relevant to above questions: There many parallels between the ongoing crisis in the U.S. and Europe and 
previous crises in Latin America and Asia.  For this reason we use the current crisis fix some basic ideas.  During class (at least 
one person missed the class) we discussed parallels between Greece present and Argentina’s 2001 crisis. There is also a parallel 
between the TARP and the Asia/Mexico loan programs (for which the IMF was a small player, in terms of funding, as it is in 
the Trioka that is the ECB, the EU and the IMF).   The role of the IMF is also a common denominator (the ECB’s Draghi 
wishes he could impose conditionality).  Finally, there is the role of exchange rate policy, and a countries adjustment options.  
As Krugman discusses in Chapter 10 (see access to readings discussion below) removing the nominal exchange rate as an 
adjustment tool, as the Euro does, is a fundamental problem for Greece, Spain, Ireland, Italy and Ireland (Iceland does not use 
the Euro).  In class we used the market for dollars diagram,   
 

Access to readings: Eventually you should read Chapters 1-4 and 10 of Krugman, 2009 The return of Depression Economics 
and the crisis of 2008 ( especially the Latin American and Asian crisis in chapters 3 and 4).  First, however, for the still 
unfolding Euro crisis take a look at Krugman, 2012, Chapters 8-13 of End this Depression now, particularly chapter 10 and 
antecedents where is focus is on the current juncture of the Euro crisis (referred to below as K-2009 and K-2012.  Both books 
are available instantly via Kindle for about $10, you can read chapter 1 of both books free on line, and I thought I had a few 
chapters K-2009 photocopied, but right now I can’t find them  The Krugman books are quick reads, partly because he has no 
footnotes or citations.  This can be fixed a little by looking at the papers on fiscal policy by Stanley Fischer, 2012 and Christine 
Romer, 2011. For a nice backroom chronology of the Financial crisis in the U.S. see the four hour Frontline documentary, 
Money, Power and Wall Street  (not kind to Wall Street,  an partial antidote might to follow this 4 hour marathon with 
introduction to Robert Schiller’s new book Finance and the Good Society). See also directions below for accessing the ftp 
reader below; let me know if you have trouble accessing any of these readings.  In the first half of the course will be the course 
readings, including the book excerpts, case studies, IMF and other “further reading” will useful for the 2nd half of the course 
(see below for how to access these readings).  Of particular interest will be the October update of the World Economic Outlook 
that will bring us up to date on what is known about the state of the World Economic Recovery the views of new IMF head, 
Christine Lagarde.  
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These two charts illustrate why you should never get data from TradingEconomy.com, both either report the wrong numbers or 
present them in misleading ways…. Discuss what is wrong with both charts, how can you do better? What source or format 
should you use for these two charts? (one option is to export there data and put in a correct chart, but I have not tried this).   
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By clicking this link, ECON 5450 Course Readings or by pasting ftp.povertylectures.com in almost any browser window you 
can gain access to the course reader (apart from those linked above).  To view an FTP site in Windows Explorer for example: 
press Alt, click View, and then click “Open FTP Site in Windows Explorer” menu below the url window, if it is open.  Both 
Chrome and Firefox can also open FTP sites.  The user name is econ5450 the password is Fall2011 (caps matter). Once you 
have it open, you can download the whole thing (in case you want to read at the beach) or you can download readings as you 
need them.  Enjoy   
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Paul Krugman’s blog   November 27, 2011, 
2:36 pm   The Euro Curse  Joe Weisenthal has 
a smart post comparing Sweden and Finland. 
Both look solid, and fiscally are in good shape. 
But where Swedish bond yields have been 
plummeting, Finnish yields have risen. As he 
says, this looks like the penalty Finland is 
paying for being part of the euro and lacking a 
lender of last resort.   I thought I’d look into 
this a bit more. Here are Swedish and Finnish 
10-year bond yields (ECB monthly data; 
“November 11″ is actually last Friday):  You 
can see the big divergence as the euro crisis has 
exploded. But I think it’s interesting that 
Finland and Sweden started to diverge back in 
April. What happened then?   Ah, yes — the 
ECB started raising rates. And as Rebecca Wilder points out, that’s precisely when euro bond spreads began their upward 
march, culminating in the current crisis. By itself, that rate hike — although it was obviously, obviously a big mistake — should 
not have mattered that much. But maybe it acted as a signal of the ECB’s bloody-mindedness, and that’s what set off the panic.  
If that’s what happened, then the ECB’s hard-money madness may have destroyed the euro. 
 
European Leaders Look to I.M.F. for Assistance, Again, as Euro Crisis Lingers  
By ANNIE LOWREY and STEVEN ERLANGER Published: December 3, 2011  

The fund lacks the resources to create a “firewall” to prevent contagion, but could help ensure budgetary 
restraint through fiscal monitors, and channel additional financing….. 

 

German Fears about Inflation Stall Bold Steps in Debt Crisis 

New York Times, NICHOLAS KULISH Published: December 1, 2011 

 
BERLIN — Norbert Schulze was not yet born when the hyperinflation of the 1920s deeply scarred the German 
psyche. But he still remembers the Reichsmark notes denominated in millions and billions that years later were 
tucked into a box with the family’s old black-and-white photographs. 
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Enlarge This Image Alex Domanski/Reuters Jens Weidmann, head of the German Bundesbank, opposes proposed bold efforts to prop up the 
euro zone's debtor nations. French President Warns of Dire Consequences if Euro Crisis Goes Unsolved (December 2, 2011) 
Central Bank Chief Hints at Stepping Up Euro Support(December 2, 2011)   Times Topic: European Debt Crisis   Related in 
Opinion David Brooks: The Spirit of Enterprise (December 2, 2011)   Paul Krugman: Killing the Euro (December 2, 2011) 

 

Now, Mr. Schulze, a 56-year-old auto mechanic, says runaway inflation looms 
again, threatening to decimate his savings and turn his carefully planned 
retirement into abject poverty. It is not so much the ghost of the 1920s that he 
fears, but the vocal demands around Europe and abroad for a “big bazooka” of 
public money to reassure markets and help European countries in heavy debt. 
 

“I’m worried about my pension and my savings and the problems we’re 
facing right now,” Mr. Schulze said. 
Many economists say aggressive purchases of the sovereign bonds of heavily 
indebted states by the European Central Bank are the quickest and surest path to 
stabilizing the crisis. On Thursday, Mario Draghi, the bank’s president, laid the 
groundwork for bolder intervention in markets if certain conditions were met. 
 
 To German ears those bond purchases, or anything that smacks of printing money, sound like a recipe for 
skyrocketing prices. German leaders, including Chancellor Angela Merkel and her former economic adviser, Jens 
Weidmann, now head of the German Bundesbank, have strongly discouraged any such move by the European 
Central Bank, stalling the rescue of the euro zone in the view of critics. 
 

The prospect of a dim historical memory — the antique photograph of the wheelbarrow full of nearly 
worthless bills — helping to drive the world off the economic precipice and into another deep recession may seem 
like the height of irrationality and even irresponsibility. But the German obsession with inflation has been difficult 
to overcome because Germans perceive themselves as more vulnerable to inflation today than their neighbors are. It 
is a force they believe could reduce or wipe out the competitive and financial edge they have labored to build. By 
robbing a currency of its value, inflation wipes the slate clean for debtors and savers alike. Germans say they like the 
slate the way it is because they are on the plus side of the ledger. 

 
Consumer debt, whether credit cards or in many cases even home mortgages, is frowned upon here. 

According to figures of the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development, the German savings rate was 
more than 10 percent every year between 2003 and 2009, while during the same period it bottomed out at 1.5 
percent in the United States, and never rose above 6.2 percent. As a result German households had net savings of 
$4.3 trillion, according to the Bundesbank, in a country of fewer than 82 million people. Germans own homes at a 
lower rate, 41.6 percent, than the 66.3 percent of Americans who do. And most people do not invest in the stock 
market here. 

 
“For the average American, inflation means the home price is increasing and the value of debt is going 

down,” said Peter Bofinger, a prominent economist on Mrs. Merkel’s independent council of economic advisers, 
“whereas the German invested in life insurance and sitting in an apartment he rented is much more vulnerable to 
inflation.” Fear of inflation is a deep and broad consensus in Germany, but one that Sebastian Dullien, an economist 
and senior policy fellow at the European Council on Foreign Relations, said had worsened appreciably in recent 
years. “It is not about the 1920s,” Mr. Dullien said. “The fear of inflation went up when wages stopped going up.” 

 
In an effort to regain lost competitiveness over the past decade, Germany went through a period of wage 

restraint and labor-market reforms that made the hiring and firing of workers easier and welfare benefits less 
generous. While countries on Europe’s southern edge, including Greece and Portugal, were enjoying the cheap 
money that came with membership in the euro, Germans were developing a newfound sense of economic insecurity, 
one that paired all too effectively with an old dread. 

 
 That has real policy consequences. Kenneth S. Rogoff, a Harvard professor and former chief economist for 
the International Monetary Fund, has argued that the euro zone needs higher inflation of between 4 percent and 6 
percent, well above the European Central Bank’s fixed target of 2 percent. “German leaders have told me they have a 
lot of leeway in a lot of dimensions, but the hot-button issue they cannot touch is inflation,” Mr. Rogoff said. 
“Inflation is poison to them.” 
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 German magazines and newspapers regularly go to press with covers featuring euro coins and bills that are 
melting or in flames. This week’s Spiegel magazine shows a one-euro coin cracked in two halves under dark storm 
clouds with the words “And now?” Its competitor, the magazine Focus, has a 13-page feature on rising prices since 
the euro currency was introduced to consumers a decade ago.   “If I believed everything I read I would have to take a 
rope and hang myself,” said Helga Matthes, 59, a retired Lufthansa flight attendant. “My 85-year-old mother reads 
the newspaper every morning and has pains in her stomach. She tells me, ‘We’re going to lose everything again.’ ” 

 
Woven together with historical memories and the German obsession with stability and safety, the mental 

block on inflation can be hard to slip. In the collective consciousness, hyperinflation stands as an important milepost 
in the slide to total catastrophe culminating with the total defeat of the Nazis in 1945. But Adolf Hitler came to 
power in the wake of deflation, not inflation. The German economy shrank 7.7 percent in 1931 and 7.5 percent in 
1932 under the watch of Heinrich Brüning, known as the hunger chancellor, who enacted harsh austerity measures 
that deepened the depression.  

 
Economists who favor stimulus policies, and in particular action by the European Central Bank, say the 

German focus on inflation is woefully misplaced during a time of little or no growth and severe market turmoil. They 
say there are too many similarities between the cuts made by Mr. Brüning and those Mrs. Merkel has demanded of 
euro zone partners. “There are historic parallels between deflation and the 1930s and what’s going on today, none 
with hyperinflation,” said Fabian Lindner, an economist at the Macroeconomic Policy Institute in Düsseldorf. Mr. 
Lindner pointed out that it was the middle class, with carefully gathered nest eggs to lose, more than the working 
class that lost out in the hyperinflation, searing the memory in the minds of an entire generation of teachers, 
academics and journalists who in turn would pass it on. 

 
Under Hitler, the Nazi rearmament and jobs programs, including highway construction, quickly led to full 

employment. A second period of significant inflation was covered up by rationing and price controls until after the 
war, when the Reichsmark was exchanged for the Deutsche mark at roughly 10 to 1 in 1948, the second time savings 
were wiped out in a quarter century. “Inflation, you see it, you almost smell it,” said Tobias Straumann, an economic 
historian at the University of Zurich. “People don’t understand that deflation is monetary stuff. They think it’s bad 
luck, a development that can’t be explained.” 

 
As the current crisis has deepened and the reality has begun to hit home that a breakup of the euro is a 

possibility, the German news media have begun to confront the considerable costs, and risks, that would come with 
a breakup of the currency union, raising hopes that a solution is within reach. 

 
Mr. Schulze, who after his heart attack sold the family auto-repair business where he now works as an employee, 
said that for all his concerns about inflation, “There is no other way other than to try to rescue the euro. Whether or 

not it works. ...” he said, his words trailing off, the sentence unfinished. 

Financial Times http://www.ft.com/cms/s/0/8d2cf956-c070-11e1-9372-00144feabdc0.html#ixzz25SSRQuv7 
 
June 27, 2012 5:30 pm Monti gets approval for labour reforms By Guy Dinmore in Rome 
 
Mario Monti heads into the EU summit on Thursday with his hand strengthened after Italy’s bickering parliament ended months 
of debate and delays to approve his government’s landmark labour reforms. 
The technocrat prime minister had called on the main parties to pass the law ahead of the summit, with both Brussels and Berlin 
increasingly nervous that Italy’s reform agenda was running out of steam. 
Mr Monti had to resort to votes of confidence to cut short debate in parliament. A defeat would have brought down the 
government, possibly leading to snap elections for which none of the mainstream parties are prepared at a time of crisis on 
financial markets. 
 
Silvio Berlusconi, who resigned under duress last November to make way for Mr Monti, continued to undermine his successor 
by attacking the reforms – even while telling his party to approve them. Renato Brunetta, a former minister, broke ranks to vote 
against the law which he argued would drive 3m workers into the black economy.  Ignoring Mr Monti’s progress on the 
domestic front, bond markets on Wednesday drove Italy’s borrowing costs to their highest levels in more than five months. 
 
But political reaction from Berlin was more encouraging. Angela Merkel, Germany’s chancellor who has rejected Mr Monti’s 
calls for short-term measures to stabilise debt markets, said Italy had “taken the road towards solid public finances, growth, jobs 
and competitiveness”. 



 
Reforming a rigid two-tier labour market – divided between highly protected workers with lifetime jobs and newcomers on 
short-term contracts with no security – has been a key demand of the European Commission and the European Central Bank. 
Italy has the second lowest employment rate in the eurozone and one of the highest jobless rates among under-25s. Productivity 
has fallen over the past decade. 
 
But the reforms that emerged from parliament, after being watered down under pressure from trade unions and centre-left 
parties, have triggered endless controversy in Italy, although Brussels and the IMF have voiced their approval. 
The main thrust of the reforms – designed by labour minister Elsa Fornero – has been to facilitate entry into the labour market 
for young people on apprenticeships, increase taxes to discourage short-term contracts and give room to employers to lay off 
workers for economic reasons by amending article 18 of the labour code. 
 
A second element is to widen the welfare system to encourage labour mobility. As many as 150,000 unemployed will be 
covered by the new provisions, though length of coverage has been cut for others.  Police helicopters clattered over Rome on 
Wednesday as leftwing trade unionists fearing more lay-offs confronted security forces blocking their way to parliament. 
 
Reaction from employers has also been negative. Giorgio Squinzi, head of the Confindustria business lobby, has called the 
reforms “real rubbish” for raising the cost of labour. 
 
“The reform was a missed occasion – it could have relaunched growth and jobs, but I am afraid that minister Fornero was rather 
an apprentice sorcerer and has disappointed everyone a bit, especially companies,” commented Maurizio Santori, professor of 
labour law at Rome’s Luiss University. 
 
He noted that the government had said it was open to amending the law later in its hurry to get an “announcement effect” ahead 
of the Brussels summit.  “There will be parliamentary Vietnam with all the changes that will be proposed. But not for article 18, 
that will not be changed [further],” he said, crediting the unions for a skilful strategy. 
 
Additional reporting by Giulia Segreti  
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